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Presentation Notes
The database is public at http://econterms.net/aero. Patent data comes mainly from patent offices, especially from a collection of the European Patent Office. The bibliography of aeronautics comes mainly from Brockett (1910, 1921). Many other sources had valuable information and are cited on the web site.CONTEXTIn this paper we characterize the population of people who published or patented about aeronautics and aviation in the period before and after the invention of the airplane. We have a database of information on over 8000 patents and 20,000 publications related to aeronautics and aviation in this time period, from many countries and directed toward many technologies.We examine the population of experimental scientists and tinkerers who created these works. For hundreds of these, we have basic information about their demographics nationality, and prior education or work experience. We analyze how many times each person patented in this field, and the overlap with those who published in journals. We examine especially those who were active in a society or helped start a company.Preliminary information shows the people active in early aeronautics had a variety of occupations. A plurality were engineers. The early airplane companies were founded mainly not by airplane tinkerers but by successful manufacturers branching in from other fields. The problem of creating a flying machine was of broad interest, and we can show that many people who took an interest in were successful in other fields.



Data

Data from pre-invention to industry to war period.

Sources – EPO/Espacenet, patent offices, journals of the time, 
bibliographies, historical books, Wikipedia, Web sites

Our wiki has a page for each:
 15,000 patents
 20,000 publications
 400 companies
 900 clubs, govt, university orgs
 100 exhibitions, conferences, and prizes
 1000 aero inventors, patentees, and authors
 600 letters and telegrams
Goal:  Incorporate micro-histories of each item
Completeness to the extent possible, globally

 Show counts, trends, statistics

➢19th century:  Ballooning clubs & journals
➢Aeronautics as a hobby
➢ Maybe hopeless, useless, dangerous
➢ But growing
➢ Shared designs / Open source practices

➢ 1903-6:  Powered gliders, first airplanes
➢ Patent conflicts begin

➢ 1908-11: Big exhibitions.
➢ New manufacturers
➢ 1912-14:  Shakeout?  Decline in patents
➢ 1914 World War I begins

Context



(4) Wave of startup firms 1908-1912

(1) Patents boom 1906-1910

(2) Patent designs shift from balloons to fixed wings

(3) Similar publications boom
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At the beginning of the period, half the patents are clearly associated with balloon designs. That falls to 10%.  At the end, half are associated with fixed-wing designs.Airplane-makers spun off or branched in from other industriesMostly "spinoffs" - founders or key technical people came from the other industry (Klepper’s definition) – We track the source industries.Only 10-20% of firms were started mainly by a patentee/experimenter.Instead: manufacturing experienceMost firms had someone with experience at an airplane-maker already!  Source industryFirmsEngines, turbines20Autos, railcars, carriages14Ships, boats10Flying school9Airships, balloons8Ordnance3Electric3Bicycles, motorcycles4Other engineering16Auto repair2Other business4



Individuals

We can identify “giants” who are cited most, before airplane invented
• Maxim, Lilienthal, Pénaud, Mouillard, Hargrave, Moy, Le Bris, Langley, Wenham, Phillips – as cited by Chanute (1894)

We have some info on 1036 individuals as of this writing  (not just “giants”)
For 557 of these we have an occupation, usually from patent specification
• About half described themselves as “engineers” (227)
• 25 meteorologists; 25 as “industrialist” or “manufacturer”
• Others: “gentlemen”; merchants; physicians; dentists; chemists; professors; mechanics
• Some were professional balloon-makers or lighter-than-air gas suppliers
• Later:  “aeroplane manufacturer”, designer, or mechanic
Countries: of 881 persons so far: 221 US, 204 FR, 141 GB, 88 DE, 50 AT or AH, 30 IT, 20 CH, many others

Some individuals had >40 patents.  Many patentees also published articles and we are matching names
Few of these “tinkerers” founded companies; more founders were industrialists already
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Some conclusions so far

 There were vast numbers of aero patents and publications by 1916
 Many of the 15,000 patents are duplicative ; we can identify some of those

 The wiki database approach integrates precise micro-histories with macro-histories
 E.g. networks and shifts among activity re balloons, ornithopters, fixed-wings, helicopters, etc.
 Who started firms; whether aero company founders had a history in the aero field

 Most participants had some technical education; about half were engineers
 They shared designs and information
 They networked through clubs, conferences, visits, exhibitions, letters, and journals
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